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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
 
This is a curriculum for AP Computer Science Principles (MTH 512), which introduces students to the central ideas of computer science, inviting 
students to develop the computational thinking vital for success across multiple disciplines. The course is unique in its focus on fostering students to 
be creative and encouraging students to apply creative processes when developing computational artifacts. Students design and implement 
innovative solutions using an iterative process similar to what artists, writers, computer scientists, and engineers use to bring ideas to life.  
 
Separately we assess students to gauge progress and inform instruction. Benchmark assessments for students in grades 9 through 12 are administered in the form 
of a midterm and final exam for full year courses. *Special Note: Only final exams are administered at the end of quarter courses and semester courses.  
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THE LIVING CURRICULUM 

Curriculum guides are designed to be working documents.  Teachers are encouraged to make notes in the margins.  Written comments can serve as 
the basis for future revisions.  In addition, the teachers and administrators are invited to discuss elements of the guides as implemented in the classroom 
and to work collaboratively to develop recommendations for curriculum reforms as needed. 
 
 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 

During the development of this course of study, particular attention was paid to material, which might discriminate on the basis of sex, race, religion, 
national origin, or creed.  Every effort has been made to uphold both the letter and spirit of affirmative action mandates as applied to the content, the 
texts and the instruction inherent in this course. 
 
 
 

MODIFICATIONS AND ADAPTATIONS 
 
For guidelines on how to modify and adapt curricula to best meet the needs of all students, instructional staff should refer to the Curriculum 
Modifications and Adaptations included as an Appendix in this curriculum.  Instructional staff of students with Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) 
must adhere to the recommended modifications outlined in each individual plan.  
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GENERAL GOALS 

The course offers students the opportunity to: 
 

1. CONNECTING COMPUTING 
a. identify impacts of computing. 
b. describe connections between people and computing. 
c. explain connections between computing concepts. 

2. CREATING COMPUTATIONAL ARTIFACTS 
a. create a computational artifact with a practical, personal, or societal intent. 
b. select appropriate techniques to develop a computational artifact. 
c. use appropriate algorithmic and information management principles. 

3. ABSTRACTING 
a. explain how data, information, or knowledge is represented for computational use. 
b. explain how abstractions are used in computation or modeling. 
c. identify abstractions. 
d. describe modeling in a computational context. 

4. ANALYZING PROBLEMS AND ARTIFACTS 
a. evaluate a proposed solution to a problem. 
b. locate and correct errors. 
c. explain how an artifact functions. 
d. justify appropriateness and correctness of a solution, model, or artifact. 

5. COMMUNICATING 
a. explain the meeting of a result in context. 
b. describe computation with accurate and precise language, notations, or visualizations. 
c. summarize the purpose of computational artifact. 

6. COLLABORATING 
a. collaborate with another student in solving a computational problem. 
b. collaborate with another student in producing an artifact. 
c. share the workload by providing individual contributions to an overall collaborative effort. 
d. foster a constructive, collaborative climate by resolving conflicts and facilitating the contributions of a partner or team member. 
e. exchange knowledge and feedback with a partner or team member. 
f. review and revise their work as needed to create a high-quality artifact. 
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METHODS 

The learning objectives (including the essential knowledge statements and computational thinking practices) will be the targets of assessment for 
the AP Computer Science Principles course. Assessments will include projects, labs, student portfolio, cooperative group activities, performance 
tasks, quizzes, tests, and the AP exam, which consists of two parts (two performance tasks and one paper and pencil exam). 
 
 
 

OUTCOMES 

Students who successfully complete this course will be given a basic knowledge of a first semester introductory college computing course. They will 
develop computational thinking skills vital for success across all disciplines, such as using computational tools to analyze and study data and working 
with large data sets to analyze, visualize, and draw conclusions from trends. The course is unique in its focus on fostering student creativity. Students 
are encouraged to apply creative processes when developing computational artifacts and to think creatively while using computer software and 
other technology to explore questions that interest them. Students will also develop effective communication and collaboration skills, working 
individually and collaboratively to solve problems, and discussing and writing about the importance of these problems and the impacts to their 
community, society and the world. 
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EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT 

The methods of monitoring and evaluating student progress throughout the course shall include the following combinations of written and oral 
activities as well as projects and group work. 
 

1. Written quizzes and comprehensive cumulative unit tests 
2. Completion of a student portfolio 
3. Interaction in cooperative group activities 
4. AP Computer Science Principles performance tasks, which require students to explore the impact of computing and create computational 

artifacts through programming 
5. Thorough course assessments (not limited to AP exam) 
6. Classroom participation 
7. Oral Presentations 
8. Self–assessment and use of individual strategies for improvement 

 
 

GRADING PROCEDURES 

MARKING PERIOD GRADE 
Projects          45% 

Explore Performance Task 
Create Performance Task 

Test/Quiz/Portfolio Reflection       45% 
Daily Assessments         10% 

Homework 
Do Now/Exit Questions 
Class Participation 

 
FINAL GRADE 

Marking Periods 1 – 4        80% (20% each) 
Midterm & Final         20% (10% each) 
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PARSIPPANY-TROY HILLS TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS 
COURSE PROFICIENCIES  

 
Course: MTH512 Title:  AP COMPUTER SCIENCE PRINCIPLES 
 

In accordance with district policy as mandated by the New Jersey Administrative Code and the New Jersey Student Learning 
Standards, the following are proficiencies required for the successful completion of the above named course. 
 
The student will: 
 

1. apply a creative development process when creating computational artifacts. 
2. create a computational artifact for creative expression. 
3. create a computational artifact for creative expression using computing tools and techniques to solve a problem. 
4. create a new computational artifact by combing or modifying existing artifacts. 
5. collaborate in the creation of computational artifacts. 
6. analyze the correctness, usability, functionality, and suitability of computational artifacts. 
7. use computing tools and techniques for creative expression. 
8. describe the variety of abstractions used to represent data. 
9. explain how binary sequences are used to represent digital data. 
10. develop an abstraction when writing a program or creating other computational artifacts. 
11. use multiple levels of abstraction to write programs. 
12. identify multiple levels of abstractions that are used when writing programs. 
13. use models and simulations to represent phenomena. 
14. use computers to process information, find patterns, and test hypotheses about digitally processed information to gain insight and 

knowledge. 
15. develop a program for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, or to create new knowledge. 
16. collaborate when processing information to gain insight and knowledge. 
17. explain the insight and knowledge gained from digitally processed data by using appropriate visualizations, notations, and precise language. 
18. extract information from data to discover and explain connections or trends. 
19. determine how large data sets impact the use of computational processes to discover information and knowledge. 
20. analyze how data representation, storage, security, and transmission of data involve computational manipulation of information. 
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21. develop an algorithm for implementation in a program. 
22. express and algorithm in a language. 
23. explain the difference between algorithms that run in a reasonable time and those that do not run in a reasonable time (any discussion of 

nondeterministic polynomials (NP) is beyond the scope of this course and the AP exam). 
24. explain the difference between solvable and unsolvable problems in computer science (determining whether is solvable or unsolvable is 

beyond the scope of this course and the AP exam). 
25. explain the existence of undecidable problems in computer science. 
26. develop a correct program to solve problems. 
27. collaborate to develop a program. 
28. explain how programs implement algorithms. 
29. use abstraction to manage complexity of programs. 
30. evaluate the correctness of a program. 
31. employ appropriate mathematical and logical concepts in programming. 
32. explain the abstractions in the Internet and how the Internet functions (specific devices used to implement the abstractions in the Internet 

are beyond the scope of this course and of the AP course). 
33. explain characteristics of the Internet and the systems built on it. 
34. explain how the characteristics of the Internet influence the systems built on it. 
35. identify existing cybersecurity concerns and potential options to address these issues with the Internet and the systems built on it. 
36. explain how computing innovations affect communication, interaction, and cognition. 
37. explain how people participate in a problem-solving process that scales. 
38. explain how computing has impacted innovations in other fields. 
39. analyze the beneficial and harmful effects of computing. 
40. explain the connections between computing and real-world contexts, including economic, social, and cultural contexts. 
41. access, manage, and attribute information using effective strategies. 
42. evaluate online and print sources for appropriateness and credibility. 
43. evaluate algorithms analytically and empirically for efficiency, correctness and clarity.  
44. create a computational artifact using computing tools and techniques to solve a problem 
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I. GETTING STARTED:  PREVIEW & SETUP – Timeline:  2 Weeks 
Essential Question(s): a) BI1 - How can a creative development process affect the creation of computational artifacts? 

b) BI1 - How can computing and the use of computational tools foster creative expression? 
c) BI1 - How can computing extend traditional forms of human expression and experience? 
d) BI4 - How are algorithms implemented and executed on computers and computational devices?  
e) BI4 - Why are some languages better than others when used to implement algorithms? 
f) BI4 - What kinds of problems are easy, what kinds are difficult, and what kinds are impossible to 

solve algorithmically?  
g) BI4 - How are algorithms evaluated?  
h) BI5 - How are programs developed to help people, organizations, or society solve problems?  
i) BI5 - How are programs used for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, or to create new 

knowledge?  
j) BI5 - How do computer programs implement algorithms? 
k) BI5 - How does abstraction make the development of computer programs possible? 
l) BI5 - How do people develop and test computer programs? 
m) BI5 - Which mathematical and logical concepts are fundamental to computer programming?  

Enduring Understanding(s): a) EU 1.1 Creative development can be an essential process for creating computational artifacts. 
b) EU 4.1 Algorithms are precise sequences of instructions for processes that can be executed by a 

computer and are implemented using programming languages. 
c) EU 1.2 Computing enables people to use creative development processes to create computational 

artifacts for creative expression or to solve a problem. 
d) EU 4.1 Algorithms are precise sequences of instructions for processes that can be executed by a 

computer and are implemented using programming languages. 
e) EU 4.2 Algorithms can solve many, but not all, computational problems. 
f) EU 5.1 Programs can be developed for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, to create 

new knowledge, or to solve problems (to help people, organizations or society). 
g) EU 5.2 People write programs to execute algorithms. 

Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 1 – Computing is a creative activity 
BI 4 – Algorithms are used to develop and express solutions to computational problems 
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GETTING  STARTED:  PREVIEW & SETUP 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

1. apply a creative development 
process when creating 
computational artifacts. [P2] 
(1) 

LO 1.1.1 
8.1.12.A.1 

Complete Lessons: 
• Welcome to Mobile CSP    
• Mazes, Algorithms, and 

Programs 
• Google Account and 

Portfolio Setup 
• App Inventor Setup 
• Blown to Bits (BB) 
• Joining the Forum 
• Successful Learning in 

Mobile CSP 
• Wrap-up 

Complete Labs:   
• Mazes 
• Algorithms and Programs 

(Blockly) 
• App Inventor Setup (App 

Inventor) 
• Portfolio 

 

2. develop an algorithm for 
implementation in a program. 
[P2]  (21) 

LO 4.1.1    

3. create a computational artifact 
for creative expression. [P2]  
(2) 

LO 1.2.1 
8.1.12.D.5 

   

4. develop an algorithm for 
implementation in a program. 
[P2]  (2) 

LO 4.1.1 
 

   

5. express an algorithm in a 
language. [P5]  (22) 

LO 4.1.2 
8.1.12.B.2 

   

6. evaluate algorithms analytically 
and empirically for efficiency, 
correctness, and clarity. [P4] 
(43) 

LO 4.2.4 
8.2.8.A.2 
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GETTING  STARTED:  PREVIEW & SETUP 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

7. develop a correct program to 
solve problems. [P2]  (26) 

LO 5.1.2 
8.2.12.D.1 

   

8. collaborate to develop a 
program. [P6]  (27) 

LO 5.1.3 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

9. explain how programs 
implement algorithms. [P3]  
(28) 

LO 5.2.1 
8.1.12.C.1 
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II. INTRODUCTION TO MOBILE APPS & PAIR PROGRAMMING – Timeline:  3 Weeks 
Essential Question(s): a) BI1 - How can a creative development process affect the creation of computational artifacts? 

b) BI1 - How can computing and the use of computational tools foster creative expression? 
c) BI1 - How can computing extend traditional forms of human expression and experience? 
d) BI2 – How are vastly different kinds of data, physical phenomena, and mathematical concepts represented on a 

computer? 
e) BI2 – How does abstraction help us in writing programs, creating computational artifacts and solving problems?  
f) BI2 – How can computational models and simulations help generate new understanding and knowledge? 
g) BI5 - How are programs developed to help people, organizations, or society solve problems? 
h) BI5 - How are programs used for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, or to create new knowledge? 
i) BI5 - How do computer programs implement algorithms? 
j) BI5 - How does abstraction make the development of computer programs possible? 
k) BI5 - How do people develop and test computer programs? 
l) BI5 - Which mathematical and logical concepts are fundamental to computer programming? 
m) BI7 - How does computing enhance human communication, interaction, and cognition? 
n) BI7 - How does computing enable innovation? 
o) BI7 - What are some potential beneficial and harmful effects of computing?  

Enduring Understanding(s): a) EU 1.2 Computing enables people to use creative development processes to create computational artifacts for 
creative expression or to solve a problem. 

b) EU 2.1 A variety of abstractions built upon binary sequences can be used to represent all digital data. 
c) EU 2.2 Multiple levels of abstraction are used to write programs or to create other computational artifacts. 
d) EU 5.1 Programs can be developed for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, to create new 

knowledge, or to solve problems (to help people, organizations, or society). 
e) EU 5.2 People write programs to execute algorithms. 
f) EU 5.4 Programs are developed, maintained, and used by people for different purposes. 
g) EU 7.1 Computing enhances communication, interaction, and cognition. 
h) EU 7.3 Computing has a global affect — both beneficial and harmful — on people and society. 

Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 1 – Computing is a creative activity 
BI 2 – Abstraction reduces information and detail to facilitate focus on relevant concepts 
BI 5 – Programming enables problem solving, human expression, and creation of knowledge 
BI 7 – Computing has global Impact 
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INTRODUCTION TO MOBILE APPS & PAIR PROGRAMMING 

PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

10. create a computational artifact 
for creative expression using 
computing tools and 
techniques to solve a problem. 
[P2]  (3) 

LO 1.2.1 
8.2.12.E.1 
8.2.12.E.3 
8.2.12.E.4 

Complete Lessons: 
• I Have a Dream Tutorial 
• I Have a Dream Part 2 
• Mobile Apps and Mobile 

Devices 
• I Have a Dream Projects 
• What is Abstraction 
• Blown to Bits: The Digital 

Explosion 
• Binary Numbers 
• Where is North (A compass 

app) 
• Hardware and Software 

Abstractions 
• Wrap-up 

Complete Labs: 
• I Have a Dream Tutorial 

(App Inventor),  
• I Have a Dream Part 1 

(App Inventor),  
• I Have a Dream Projects 

(App Inventor),  
• Where is North 

(Compass App using App 
Inventor) 

 

11. create a new computational 
artifact by combining or 
modifying existing artifacts. 
[P2]  (4) 

LO 1.2.3 
8.2.12.E.1 

   

12. describe the variety of 
abstractions used to represent 
data. [P3]  (8) 

LO 2.1.1 
8.2.12.E.1 

   

13. identify multiple levels of 
abstractions that are used 
when writing programs. [P3]  
(12) 

LO 2.2.3 
8.2.12.E.1 
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INTRODUCTION TO MOBILE APPS & PAIR PROGRAMMING 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

14. develop an algorithm for 
implementation in a program. 
[P2]  (21) 

LO 4.1.1    

15. develop a program for creative 
expression, to satisfy personal 
curiosity, or to create new 
knowledge. [P2]  (15) 

LO 5.1.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

16. develop a correct program to 
solve problems. [P2]  (26) 

LO 5.1.2 
8.1.12.C.1 
 

   

17. explain how programs 
implement algorithms. [P3]  
(28) 

LO 5.2.1 
8.1.12.B.2 

   

18. evaluate the correctness of a 
program. [P4]  (30) 

LO 5.4.1    

19. explain how computing 
innovations affect 
communication, interaction, 
and cognition. [P4]  (36) 

LO 7.1.1 
8.1.12.B.2 

   

20. analyze the beneficial and 
harmful effects of computing. 
[P4]  (39) 

LO 7.3.1 
8.1.12.D.1 
8.1.12.D.2 
8.1.12.D.4 
8.1.12.D.5 
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III. CREATING GRAPHICS AND IMAGES BIT BY BIT – Timeline:  3 Weeks 
Essential Question(s): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) BI1 - How can a creative development process affect the creation of computational artifacts? 
b) BI1 - How can computing and the use of computational tools foster creative expression? 
c) BI1 - How can computing extend traditional forms of human expression and experience? 
d) BI2 – How are vastly different kinds of data, physical phenomena, and mathematical concepts represented on 

a computer? 
e) BI2 – How does abstraction help us in writing programs, creating computational artifacts and solving problems?  
f) BI2 – How can computational models and simulations help generate new understanding and knowledge? 
g) BI3 – How can computation be employed to help people process data and information to gain insight and 

knowledge? 
h) BI3 – How can computation be employed to facilitate exploration and discovery when working with data? 
i) BI3 – What considerations and trade-offs arise in the computational manipulation of data? 
j) BI3 – What opportunities do large data sets provide for solving problems and creating knowledge? 
k) BI5 - How are programs developed to help people, organizations, or society solve problems? 
l) BI5 - How are programs used for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, or to create new knowledge? 
m) BI5 - How do computer programs implement algorithms? 
n) BI5 - How does abstraction make the development of computer programs possible? 
o) BI5 - How do people develop and test computer programs? 
p) BI5 - Which mathematical and logical concepts are fundamental to computer programming? 
q) BI7 - How does computing enhance human communication, interaction, and cognition? 
r) BI7 - How does computing enable innovation? 
s) BI7 - What are some potential beneficial and harmful effects of computing? 

Enduring 
Understanding(s): 

a) EU 1.2 Computing enables people to use creative development processes when using computing tools and 
techniques to create computational artifacts for creative expression of ideas or to solve problems. 

b) EU 2.1 A variety of abstractions built upon binary sequences can be used to represent all digital data. 
c) EU 2.2 Multiple levels of abstraction are used to write programs or to create other computational artifacts. 
d) EU 2.3 Models and simulations use abstraction to generate new understanding and knowledge. 
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e) EU 3.1 People use computer programs to process information to gain insight and knowledge. 
f) EU 3.3 There are trade-offs when representing information as digital data. 
g) EU 5.1 Programs can be developed to solve problems (to help people, organizations, or society); for creative 

expression; to satisfy personal curiosity or to create new knowledge. 
h) EU 5.2 People write programs to execute algorithms. 
i) EU 5.3 Programming is facilitated by appropriate abstractions. 
j) EU 5.4 Programs are developed, maintained, and used by people for different purposes. 
k) EU 5.5 Programming uses mathematical and logical concepts. 
l) EU 7.1 Computing enhances communication, interaction, and cognition.  

Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 1 – Computing is a creative activity 
BI 2 – Abstraction reduces information and detail to facilitate focus on relevant concepts 
BI 3 – Data and information facilitate the creation of knowledge   
BI 5 – Programming enables problem solving, human expression, and creation of knowledge 
BI 7 – Computing has global Impact 

 
CREATING  GRAPHICS AND IMAGES BIT BY BIT 

PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

21. create a computational artifact 
for creative expression using 
computing tools and techniques 
to solve a problem using 
computing tools and techniques 
to solve a problem. [P2]  (3) 

LO 1.2.2 
8.1.2.B.1 

 Complete Lessons: 
• Paint Pot 1 (a finger painting 

app), 
• Paint Pot 1 Projects, 
• Representing Images, 
• Blown to Bits: Electronic 

Documents, 
• Paint Pot 2 (an introduction 

to variables), 
• Paint Pot 2 Projects, 
• Error Detection, 
• Magic 8-Ball Tutorial and 

Projects, 

Complete Labs:  
• Paint Pot 1 (App Inventor) 
• Paint Pot 1 Projects (App 

Inventor) 
• Paint Pot 2 (App Inventor) 
• Paint Pot 2 Projects (App 

Inventor) 
• Magic 8-Ball (Using App 

Inventor) 
• Map Tour (App Inventor 

and Google Maps Activity 
Starter) 
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CREATING  GRAPHICS AND IMAGES BIT BY BIT 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

• Parity Error Detection, 
• Map Tour Tutorial 

22. collaborate in the creation of 
computational artifacts. [P6]  (5) 

LO 1.2.4 
8.1.2.B.1 

   

23. describe the variety of 
abstractions used to represent 
data. [P3]  (8) 

LO 2.1.1 
 

   

24. explain how binary sequences 
are used to represent digital 
data. [P5]  (9) 

LO 2.1.2    

25. develop an abstraction when 
writing a program or creating 
other computational artifacts. 
[P2]  (10) 

LO 2.2.1 
8.1.12.B.2 
 

   

26. use models and simulations to 
represent phenomena. [P3]  (13) 

LO 2.3.1    

27. collaborate when processing 
information to gain insight and 
knowledge. [P6]  (16) 

LO 3.1.2 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

28. extract information from data to 
discover and explain 
connections, patterns, or trends. 
[P1]  (18) 

LO 3.2.1 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

29. analyze how data 
representation, storage, security, 
and transmission of data involve 
computational manipulation of 
information. [P4]  (20) 

LO 3.3.1    
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CREATING  GRAPHICS AND IMAGES BIT BY BIT 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

30. develop a program for creative 
expression, to satisfy personal 
curiosity, or to create new 
knowledge. [P2]  (15) 

LO 5.1.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

31. develop a correct program to 
solve problems.  [P2]  (26) 

LO 5.1.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

32. collaborate to develop a 
program. [P6]  (27) 

LO 5.1.3    

33. use abstraction to manage 
complexity in programs. [P3]   

LO 5.3.1  
 

  

34. evaluate the correctness of a 
program. [P4]  (29) 

LO 5.4.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

35. employ appropriate 
mathematical and logical 
concepts in programming. [P1]  
(31) 

LO 5.5.1 
 

   

36. explain how computing 
innovations affect 
communication, interaction, and 
cognition. [P4]  (36) 

LO 7.1.1 
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CREATE TASK PRACTICE:  PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE TASK I – Timeline:  3 Weeks  
Essential Question(s): a) BI1 - How can a creative development process affect the creation of computational artifacts? 

b) BI1 - How can computing and the use of computational tools foster creative expression? 
c) BI1 - How can computing extend traditional forms of human expression and experience? 
d) BI2 – How are vastly different kinds of data, physical phenomena, and mathematical concepts represented 

on a computer? 
e) BI2 – How does abstraction help us in writing programs, creating computational artifacts and solving 

problems?  
f) BI2 – How can computational models and simulations help generate new understanding and knowledge? 
g) BI4 - How are algorithms implemented and executed on computers and computational devices?  
h) BI4 - Why are some languages better than others when used to implement algorithms? 
i) BI4 - What kinds of problems are easy, what kinds are difficult, and what kinds are impossible to solve 

algorithmically?  
j) BI4 - How are algorithms evaluated?  
k) BI5 - How are programs developed to help people, organizations, or society solve problems?  
l) BI5 - How are programs used for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, or to create new 

knowledge?  
m) BI5 - How do computer programs implement algorithms? 
n) BI5 - How does abstraction make the development of computer programs possible? 
o) BI5 - How do people develop and test computer programs? 
p) BI5 - Which mathematical and logical concepts are fundamental to computer programming? 

Enduring Understanding(s): a) EU 1.1 Creative development can be an essential process for creating computational artifacts. 
b) EU 1.2 Computing enables people to use creative development processes to create computational artifacts 

for creative expression or to solve a problem. 
c) EU 2.2 Multiple levels of abstraction are used to write programs or create other computational artifacts. 
d) EU 4.1 Algorithms are precise sequences of instructions for processes that can be executed by a computer 

and are implemented using programming languages. 
e) EU 5.1 Programs can be developed for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, to create new 

knowledge, or to solve problems (to help people, organizations, or society). 
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f) EU 5.2 People write programs to execute algorithms. 
g) EU 5.3 Programming is facilitated by appropriate abstractions. 
h) EU 5.4 Programs are developed, maintained, and used by people for different purposes. 
i) EU 5.5 Programming uses mathematical and logical concepts. 

Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 1 – Computing is a creative activity 
BI 2 – Abstraction reduces information and detail to facilitate focus on relevant concepts 
BI 4 – Algorithms are used to develop and express solutions to computational problems 
BI 5 – Programming enables problem solving, human expression, and creation of knowledge 

 
CREATE TASK PRACTICE:  PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE TASK I 

PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

37. apply a creative development 
process when creating 
computational artifacts. [P2]  
(1) 

LO 1.1.1 
8.1.12.F.1 

• with your partner, 
brainstorm a project idea, 
develop drawing(s) of the 
User Interface and a rough 
storyboard of how your app 
will function.  

• meet with your instructor 
to discuss the feasibility of 
the app and if necessary 
make any changes in your 
plan. 

• present a short (2-3 minute) 
elevator pitch of your 
project idea to the class.  

• work collaboratively to 
develop, test, and debug 
your app, making sure that 
it meets the following 
criteria. 

Create an application that 
can be used on an Android 
device 

Complete a practice 
performance task (official 
performance task will be 
turned in to the College 
Board in April) 
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CREATE TASK PRACTICE:  PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE TASK I 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

• Documentation of Code. 
• create a portfolio write up 

of your project. 
• create a 2-3 minute video 

presentation by stating 
your elevator pitch, walking 
the class  through your 
portfolio write up, and 
providing a demo of your 
working app. 

38. create a computational 
artifact for creative 
expression. [P2]  (2) 

LO 1.2.1 
8.1.12.B.2 

   

39. create a computational 
artifact for creative 
expression using computing 
tools and techniques to 
solve a problem. [P2]  (3) 

LO 1.2.2 
8.1.12.B.2 

   

40. create a new computational 
artifact by combining or 
modifying existing artifacts. 
[P2]  (4) 

LO 1.2.3 
8.1.12.B.2 

   

41. collaborate in the creation 
of computational artifacts. 
[P6]  (5) 

LO 1.2.4 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

42. analyze the correctness, 
usability, functionality, and 

LO 1.2.5    
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CREATE TASK PRACTICE:  PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE TASK I 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

suitability of computational 
artifacts. [P4]  (6) 

43. develop an abstraction 
when writing a program or 
creating other 
computational artifacts. [P2]  
(10) 

LO 2.2.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

44. use multiple levels of 
abstraction to write 
programs. [P3]  (11) 

LO 2.2.2    

45. develop an algorithm for 
implementation in a 
program. [P2]  (21) 

LO 4.1.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

46. express an algorithm in a 
language. [P5]  (22) 

LO 4.1.2    

47. develop a program for 
creative expression, to 
satisfy personal curiosity, or 
to create new knowledge. 
[P2]  (15) 

LO 5.1.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

48. develop a correct program 
to solve problems. [P2]  (26) 

LO 5.1.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

49. collaborate to develop a 
program. [P6]  (27) 

LO 5.1.3 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

50. explain how programs 
implement algorithms. [P3]  
(28) 

LO 5.2.1 
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CREATE TASK PRACTICE:  PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE TASK I 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

51. use abstraction to manage 
complexity in programs. 
[P3]  (29) 

LO 5.3.1    

52. evaluate the correctness of 
a program. [P4]  (30) 

LO 5.4.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

53. employ appropriate 
mathematical and logical 
concepts in programming. 
[P1]  (31) 

LO 5.5.1    
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IV. EXPLORING COMPUTING:  ANIMATION, SIMULATION & MODELING  – Timeline:  3 Weeks 
Essential Question(s): a) BI1 - How can a creative development process affect the creation of computational artifacts? 

b) BI1 - How can computing and the use of computational tools foster creative expression? 
c) BI1 - How can computing extend traditional forms of human expression and experience? 
d) BI2 – How are vastly different kinds of data, physical phenomena, and mathematical concepts represented 

on a computer? 
e) BI2 – How does abstraction help us in writing programs, creating computational artifacts and solving 

problems?  
f) BI2 – How can computational models and simulations help generate new understanding and knowledge? 
g) BI3 – How can computation be employed to help people process data and information to gain insight and 

knowledge? 
h) BI3 – How can computation be employed to facilitate exploration and discovery when working with data? 
i) BI3 – What considerations and trade-offs arise in the computational manipulation of data? 
j) BI3 – What opportunities do large data sets provide for solving problems and creating knowledge? 
k) BI4 - How are algorithms implemented and executed on computers and computational devices?  
l) BI4 - Why are some languages better than others when used to implement algorithms? 
m) BI4 - What kinds of problems are easy, what kinds are difficult, and what kinds are impossible to solve 

algorithmically?  
n) BI4 - How are algorithms evaluated?  
o) BI5 - How are programs developed to help people, organizations, or society solve problems? 
p) BI5 - How are programs used for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, or to create new 

knowledge? 
q) BI5 - How do computer programs implement algorithms? 
r) BI5 - How does abstraction make the development of computer programs possible? 
s) BI5 - How do people develop and test computer programs? 
t) BI5 - Which mathematical and logical concepts are fundamental to computer programming? 
u) BI7 - How does computing enhance human communication, interaction, and cognition? 
v) BI7 - How does computing enable innovation? 
w) BI7 - What are some potential beneficial and harmful effects of computing?  
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Enduring Understanding(s): a) EU 1.2 Computing enables people to use creative development processes to create computational artifacts 
for creative expression or to solve a problem. 

b) EU 1.3 Computing can extend traditional forms of human expression and experience. 
c) EU 2.2 Multiple levels of abstraction are used to write programs or create other computational artifacts. 
d) EU 2.3 Models and simulations use abstraction to generate new understanding and knowledge. 
e) EU 3.3 There are trade-offs when representing information as digital data. 
f) EU 4.1 Algorithms are precise sequences of instructions for processes that can be executed by a computer 

and are implemented using programming languages. 
g) EU 5.1 Programs can be developed for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, to create new 

knowledge, or to solve problems (to help people, organizations, or society). 
h) EU 5.3 Programming is facilitated by appropriate abstractions. 
i) EU 5.5 Programming uses mathematical and logical concepts. 
j) EU 7.1 Computing enhances communication, interaction, and cognition. 
k) EU 7.3 Computing has a global affect — both beneficial and harmful — on people and society. 
l) EU 7.4 Computing innovations influence and are influenced by the economic, social, and cultural contexts 

in which they are designed and used. 
Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 1 – Computing is a creative activity 

BI 2 – Abstraction reduces information and detail to facilitate focus on relevant concepts 
BI 3 – Data and information facilitate the creation of knowledge   
BI 4 – Algorithms are used to develop and express solutions to computational problems 
BI 5 – Programming enables problem solving, human expression, and creation of knowledge 
BI 7 – Computing has global Impact 

 
EXPLORING COMPUTING:  ANIMATION, SIMULATION & MODELING 

PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

54. create a computational artifact 
for creative expression. [P2]  
(2) 

LO 1.2.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

Complete Lessons: 
• Android Mash Tutorial 
• Android Mash Projects 
• Coin Flip Simulation 
• Coin Flip Experiment 

Complete Labs: 
• Android Mash (App 

Inventor) 
• Android Mash Projects 

(App Inventor) 
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EXPLORING COMPUTING:  ANIMATION, SIMULATION & MODELING 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

• Pseudo Random Number 
Generators (PRNGs) 

• Coin Flip Simulation Projects 
• Real-World Models 
• Blown to Bits:  Privacy 
• Wrap-up 

• Coin Flip (App Inventor) 
• Coin Flip Projects (App 

Inventor) 

55. create a new computational 
artifact by combining or 
modifying existing artifacts. 
[P2]  (4) 

LO 1.2.3 
8.1.12.B.2 

   

56. use computing tools and 
techniques for creative 
expression. [P2]  (45) 

LO 1.3.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

57. develop an abstraction when 
writing a program or creating 
other computational artifacts. 
[P2]  (10) 

LO 2.2.1    

58. use models and simulations to 
represent phenomena. [P3]  

LO 2.3.1  
 

  

59. use models and simulations to 
formulate, refine, and test 
hypotheses. [P3]  (13) 

LO 2.3.2    

60. analyze how data 
representation, storage, 
security, and transmission of 
data involve computational 
manipulation of information. 
[P4]  (20) 

LO 3.3.1    
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EXPLORING COMPUTING:  ANIMATION, SIMULATION & MODELING 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

61. develop an algorithm for 
implementation in a program. 
[P2]  (21) 

LO 4.1.1    

62. express an algorithm in a 
language. [P5]  (22) 

LO 4.1.2    

63. develop a correct program to 
solve problems. [P2]  26) 

LO 5.1.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

64. use abstraction to manage 
complexity in programs. [P3]  
(29) 

LO 5.3.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

65. employ appropriate 
mathematical and logical 
concepts in programming. [P1]  
(31) 

LO 5.5.1    

66. explain how computing 
innovations affect 
communication, interaction, 
and cognition. [P4]  (36) 

LO 7.1.1    

67. analyze the beneficial and 
harmful effects of computing. 
[P4]  (39) 

LO 7.3.1 
8.1.12.D.1 
8.1.12.D.2 
8.1.12.D.3 
8.1.12.D.4 
 

   

68. explain the connections 
between computing and 
economic, social, and cultural 
contexts. [P1]  (40) 

LO 7.4.1 
8.1.12.D.5 
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OFFICIAL EXPLORE TASK:  IMPACT OF COMPUTING INNOVATIONS PERFORMANCE TASK I – Timeline:  3 Weeks 

Essential Question(s):  a) BI1 - How can a creative development process affect the creation of computational artifacts? 
b) BI1 - How can computing and the use of computational tools foster creative expression? 
c) BI1 - How can computing extend traditional forms of human expression and experience? 
d) BI3 – How can computation be employed to help people process data and information to gain insight and 

knowledge? 
e) BI3 – How can computation be employed to facilitate exploration and discovery when working with data? 
f) BI3 – What considerations and trade-offs arise in the computational manipulation of data? 
g) BI3 – What opportunities do large data sets provide for solving problems and creating knowledge? 
h) BI7 - How does computing enhance human communication, interaction, and cognition? 
i) BI7 - How does computing enable innovation? 
j) BI7 - What are some potential beneficial and harmful effects of computing? 

Enduring Understanding(s): a) EK 1.1.1A A creative process in the development of a computational artifact can include, but is not limited 
to, employing nontraditional, nonprescribed techniques; the use of novel combinations of artifacts, tools, 
and techniques; and the exploration of personal curiosities. 

b) EK 1.1.1B Creating computational artifacts employs an iterative and often exploratory process to translate 
ideas into tangible form. 

c) EK 1.2.1A A computational artifact is something created by a human using a computer and can be, but is 
not limited to, a program, an image, audio, video, a presentation, or a Web page file.  

d) EK 1.2.1B Creating computational artifacts requires understanding of and use of software tools and services.  
e) EK 1.2.1D A creatively developed computational artifact can be created by using nontraditional, non-

prescribed computing techniques. 
f) EK 1.2.1E Creative expressions in a computational artifact can reflect personal expressions of ideas or 

interests.  
g) EK 1.2.2B A creative development process for creating computational artifacts can be used to solve 

problems when traditional or prescribed computing techniques are not effective. 
h) EK 1.2.3A Creating computational artifacts can be done by combining and modifying existing artifacts or by 

creating new artifacts. 
i) EK 1.2.5A The context in which an artifact is used determines the correctness, usability, functionality, and 

suitability of the artifact. 
j) EK 1.2.5B A computational artifact may have weaknesses, mistakes, or errors depending on the type of 

artifact. 
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k) EK 3.1.3A Visualization tools and software can communicate information about data. 
l) EK 3.1.3B Tables, diagrams, and textual displays can be used in communicating insight and knowledge 

gained from data. 
m) EK 3.1.3C Summaries of data analyzed computationally can be effective in communicating insight and 

knowledge gained from digitally represented information. 
n) EK 3.1.3D Transforming information can be effective in communicating knowledge gained from data. 
o) EK 3.1.3E Interactivity with data is an aspect of communicating. 
p) EK 3.3.1A Digital data representations involve trade-offs related to storage, security, and privacy concerns. 
q) EK 3.3.1B Security concerns engender trade-offs in storing and transmitting information. 
r) EK 3.3.1E Lossy data compression can significantly reduce the number of bits stored or transmitted at the 

cost of being able to reconstruct only an approximation of the original data. 
s) EK 3.3.1F Security and privacy concerns arise with data containing personal information. 
t) EK 3.3.1G Data is stored in many formats depending on its characteristics (e.g., size and intended use). 
u) EK 3.3.1H The choice of storage media affects both the methods and costs of manipulating the data it 

contains. 
v) EK 3.3.1I Reading data and updating data have different storage requirements. 
w) EK 7.1.1M The Internet and the Web have enhanced methods of and opportunities for communication and 

collaboration.  
x) EK 7.1.1N The Internet and the Web have changed many areas, including e-commerce, health care, access 

to information and entertainment, and online learning. 
y) EK 7.3.1J Technology enables the collection, use, and exploitation of information about, by, and for 

individuals, groups, and institutions. 
z) EK 7.3.1K People can have instant access to vast amounts of information online; accessing this information 

can enable the collection of both individual and aggregate data that can be used and collected. 
aa) EK 7.4.1A The innovation and impact of social media and online access varies in different countries and in 

different socioeconomic groups. 
bb) EK 7.4.1B  Mobile, wireless, and networked computing have an impact on innovation throughout the world. 

Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 1 – Computing is a creative activity 
BI 3 – Data and information facilitate the creation of knowledge   
BI 7 – Computing has global Impact 
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OFFICIAL EXPLORE TASK:  IMPACT OF COMPUTING INNOVATIONS PERFORMANCE TASK I 

PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

69. apply a creative development 
process when creating 
computational artifacts. [P2]  
(1) 

LO 1.1.1 
8.1.12.B.1 

Complete Lessons: 
• Review the proposed 

exploration topic 
• Select your topic 
• Research your topic 
• Complete your exploration 

using the guidelines set by 
the College Board 

• Read an article 
• Research the article 
• Complete a performance 

task 

 

70. create a computational artifact 
using computing tools and 
techniques to solve a problem. 
[P2]  (3) 

LO 1.2.2 
8.1.12.B.1 

   

71. create a new computational 
artifact by combining or 
modifying existing artifacts. 
[P2]  (4) 

LO 1.2.3 
8.1.12.B.1 

   

72. analyze the correctness, 
usability, functionality, and 
suitability of computational 
artifacts. [P4]  (6) 

LO 1.2.5 
8.1.12.F.1 
 

   

73. explain the insight and 
knowledge gained from 
digitally processed data by 
using appropriate 
visualizations, notations, and 
precise language. [P4]  (17) 

LO 3.1.3    
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OFFICIAL EXPLORE TASK:  IMPACT OF COMPUTING INNOVATIONS PERFORMANCE TASK I 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

74. analyze how data 
representation, storage, 
security, and transmission of 
data involve computational 
manipulation of information. 
[P4]  (20) 

LO 3.3.1 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

75. explain how computing 
innovations affect 
communication, interaction, 
and cognition. [P4]  (36) 

LO 7.1.1 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

76. analyze the beneficial and 
harmful effects of computing. 
[P4]  (39) 

LO 7.3.1 
8.1.12.D.1 
8.1.12.D.2 
8.1.12.D.3 
8.1.12.D.4 

   

77. explain the connections 
between computing and 
economic, social, and cultural 
contexts. [P1]  (40) 

LO 7.4.1 
8.1.12.D.5 
 

   

78. access, manage, and attribute 
information using effective 
strategies. [P1]  (41) 

LO 7.5.1 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

79. evaluate online and print 
sources for appropriateness 
and credibility. [P1]  (42) 

LO 7.5.2 
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V. ALGORITHMS & PRODECURAL ABSTRACTION – Timeline:  3 Weeks 
Essential Question(s):  a) BI2 – How are vastly different kinds of data, physical phenomena, and mathematical concepts represented 

on a computer? 
b) BI2 – How does abstraction help us in writing programs, creating computational artifacts and solving 

problems?  
c) BI2 – How can computational models and simulations help generate new understanding and knowledge? 
d) BI4 - How are algorithms implemented and executed on computers and computational devices?  
e) BI4 - Why are some languages better than others when used to implement algorithms? 
f) BI4 - What kinds of problems are easy, what kinds are difficult, and what kinds are impossible to solve 

algorithmically?  
g) BI4 - How are algorithms evaluated?  
h) BI5 - How are programs developed to help people, organizations, or society solve problems?  
i) BI5 - How are programs used for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, or to create new 

knowledge?  
j) BI5 - How do computer programs implement algorithms? 
k) BI5 - How does abstraction make the development of computer programs possible? 
l) BI5 - How do people develop and test computer programs? 
m) BI5 - Which mathematical and logical concepts are fundamental to computer programming? 
n) BI7 - How does computing enhance human communication, interaction, and cognition? 
o) BI7 - How does computing enable innovation? 
p) BI7 - What are some potential beneficial and harmful effects of computing? 

Enduring Understanding(s): a) EK 2.2.1C  An abstraction generalizes functionality with input parameters that allow software reuse. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 2.2.1C):  An understanding of the difference between value and reference 

parameters is beyond the scope of this course and the AP Exam. 
b) EK 2.2.2A Software is developed using multiple levels of abstractions, such as constants, expressions, 

statements, procedures, and libraries.  
c) EK 4.1.1A Sequencing, selection, and iteration are building blocks of algorithms. 
d) EK 4.1.1B Sequencing is the application of each step of an algorithm in the order in which the statements 

are given. 
e) EK 4.1.1C Selection uses a Boolean condition to determine which of two parts of an algorithm is used. 
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f) EK 4.1.1D Iteration is the repetition of part of an algorithm until a condition is met or for a specified 
number of times. 

g) EK 4.1.1E Algorithms can be combined to make new algorithms. 
h) EK 4.1.1F Using existing correct algorithms as building blocks for constructing a new algorithm helps 

ensure the new algorithm is correct. 
i) EK 4.1.1H Different algorithms can be developed to solve the same problem. 

 j) EK 4.1.1I Developing a new algorithm to solve a problem can yield insight into the problem. 
k) EK 4.1.2A Languages for algorithms include natural language, pseudocode, and visual and textual 

programming languages. 
l) EK 4.1.2B Natural language and pseudocode describe algorithms so that humans can understand them. 
m) EK 4.1.2C Algorithms described in programming languages can be executed on a computer. 
n) EK 4.1.2D Different languages are better suited for expressing different algorithms. 
o) EK 4.1.2E Some programming languages are designed for specific domains and are better for expressing 

algorithms in those domains. 
p) EK 4.1.2F The language used to express an algorithm can affect characteristics such as clarity or readability 

but not whether an algorithmic solution exists. 
q) EK 4.1.2G Every algorithm can be constructed using only sequencing, selection, and iteration. 
r) EK 4.1.2H Nearly all programming languages are equivalent in terms of being able to express any 

algorithm. 
s) EK 4.2.1A Many problems can be solved in a reasonable time. 
t) EK 4.2.1B Reasonable time means that as the input size grows, the number of steps the algorithm takes is 

proportional to the square (or cube, fourth power, fifth power, etc.) of the size of the input. 
u) EK 4.2.1C Some problems cannot be solved in a reasonable time, even for small input sizes.  
v) EK 4.2.1D Some problems can be solved but not in a reasonable time. In these cases, heuristic approaches 

may be helpful to find solutions in reasonable time. 
w) EK 4.2.2A A heuristic is a technique that may allow us to find an approximate solution when typical 

methods fail to find an exact solution.  
x) EK 4.2.2B Heuristics may be helpful for finding an approximate solution more quickly when exact methods 

are too slow. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 4.2.2B):  Specific heuristic solutions are beyond the scope of this course and 

the AP Exam. 
y) EK 4.2.2C Some optimization problems such as “find the best” or “find the smallest” cannot be solved in a 

reasonable time but approximations to the optimal solution can. 
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z) EK 4.2.2D Some problems cannot be solved using any algorithm. 
aa) EK 4.2.3A An undecidable problem may have instances that have an algorithmic solution, but there is no 

algorithmic solution that solves all instances of the problem. 
bb)  EK 4.2.3B A decidable problem is one in which an algorithm can be constructed to answer “yes” or “no” 

for all inputs (e.g., “is the number even?”). 
cc)  EK 4.2.3C An undecidable problem is one in which no algorithm can be constructed that always leads to a 

correct yes-or-no answer. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 4.2.3C):  Determining whether a given problem is undecidable is beyond the 

scope of this course and the AP Exam. 
dd)  EK 4.2.4A Determining an algorithm’s efficiency is done by reasoning formally or mathematically about 

the algorithm. 
ee)  EK 4.2.4B Empirical analysis of an algorithm is done by implementing the algorithm and running it on 

different inputs. 
ff)  EK 4.2.4C  The correctness of an algorithm is determined by reasoning formally or mathematically about 

the algorithm, not by testing an implementation of the algorithm. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 4.2.4C):  Formally proving program correctness is beyond the scope of this 

course and the AP Exam. 
gg)  EK 4.2.4D Different correct algorithms for the same problem can have different efficiencies. 
hh)  EK 4.2.4E Sometimes, more efficient algorithms are more complex. 
ii)  EK 4.2.4F Finding an efficient algorithm for a problem can help solve larger instances of the problem. 
jj)  EK 4.2.4G Efficiency includes both execution time and memory usage. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 4.2.4G):  Formal analysis of algorithms (Big-O) and formal reasoning using 

mathematical formulas are beyond the scope of this course and the AP Exam. 
kk)  EK 4.2.4H Linear search can be used when searching for an item in any list; binary search can be used only 

when the list is sorted. 
ll) EK 5.1.2C Incrementally adding tested program segments to correct working programs helps create large 

correct programs. 
mm)  EK 5.1.2D Program documentation helps programmers develop and maintain correct programs to 

efficiently solve problems. 
nn)  EK 5.1.2E Documentation about program components, such as blocks and procedures, helps in 

developing and maintaining programs. 
oo)  EK 5.3.1A Procedures are reusable programming abstractions. 
pp)  EK 5.3.1B A procedure is a named grouping of programming instructions. 
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qq)  EK 5.3.1D Procedures have names and may have parameters and return values. 
rr)  EK 5.3.1E Parameterization can generalize a specific solution. 
ss)  EK 5.3.1G Parameters provide different values as input to procedures when they are called in a program. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 2 – Abstraction reduces information and detail to facilitate focus on relevant concepts 
BI 4 – Algorithms are used to develop and express solutions to computational problems 
BI 5 – Programming enables problem solving, human expression, and creation of knowledge 
BI 7 – Computing has global Impact 

 
ALGORITHMS & PRODECURAL ABSTRACTION 

PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

80. develop an abstraction when 
writing a program or creating 
other computational artifacts. 
[P2]  (10) 

LO 2.2.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

Complete Lessons: 
• What is an algorithm? 
• Logo Part 1 
• Logo Part 2 

Complete Labs: 
• Logo 1 (App Inventor) 
• Logo 2 (App Inventor) 

 

tt)  EK 5.4.1A Program style can affect the determination of program correctness. 
uu)  EK 5.4.1B Duplicated code can  make it harder to reason about a program. 
vv)  EK 5.4.1C  Meaningful names for variables and procedures help people better understand programs. 
ww)  EK 5.4.1D Longer code blocks are harder to reason about than shorter code blocks in a program. 
xx)  EK 5.4.1E Locating and correcting errors in a program is called debugging the program. 
yy)  EK 5.4.1F Knowledge of what a program is supposed to do is required in order to find most program 
errors. 
zz)  EK 5.4.1G Examples of intended behavior on specific inputs help people understand what a program is 
supposed to do. 
aaa)  EK 5.4.1H Visual displays (or different modalities) of program state can help in finding errors. 
bbb)  EK 7.1.1G Search trends are predictors. 
ccc) EK 7.1.1H Social media, such as blogs and Twitter, have enhanced dissemination. 
ddd)  EK 7.1.2D Human capabilities are enhanced by digitally enabled collaboration. 
eee)  EK 7.1.2E some online services use the contributions of many people to benefit both individuals and 
society. 
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ALGORITHMS & PRODECURAL ABSTRACTION 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

• Search Algorithms 
• Sort Algorithms 
• Analyzing Algorithms 
• The Pong Game 
• Limits of Algorithms 
• Debugging Pong 
• Blown to Bits: Web 
• Searches 
• Wrap-up   

• The Pong Game (App 
Inventor)  

• Debugging 
• Pong (App Inventor) 

81. use multiple levels of 
abstraction to write programs. 
[P3]  (11) 

LO 2.2.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

82. develop an algorithm for 
implementation in a program. 
[P2]  (21) 

LO 4.1.1    

83. express an algorithm in a 
language. [P5]  (22) 

LO 4.1.2    

84. explain the difference between 
algorithms that run in a 
reasonable time and those 
that do not run in a reasonable 
time. [P1]  (23) 

       EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for 
LO 4.2.1):  Any discussion of 
nondeterministic polynomial 
(NP) is beyond the scope of 
this course and the AP Exam. 

LO 4.2.1    
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ALGORITHMS & PRODECURAL ABSTRACTION 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

85. explain the difference between 
solvable and unsolvable 
problems in computer science. 
[P1]  (24) 

       EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for 
LO 4.2.2):  Determining 
whether a given problem is 
solvable or unsolvable is 
beyond the scope of this 
course and the AP Exam. 

LO 4.2.2    

86. explain the existence of 
undecidable problems in 
computer science. [P1]  (25) 

LO 4.2.3    

87. evaluate algorithms 
analytically and empirically for 
efficiency, correctness, and 
clarity. [P4]  (43) 

LO 4.2.4    

88. develop a correct program to 
solve problems. [P2]  (26) 

LO 5.1.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

89. use abstraction to manage 
complexity in programs. [P3]  
(29) 

LO 5.3.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

90. evaluate the correctness of a 
program. [P4]  (30) 

LO 5.4.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

91. explain how computing 
innovations affect 
communication, interaction, 
and cognition. [P4]  (36) 

LO 7.1.1 
8.1.12.D.5 
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ALGORITHMS & PRODECURAL ABSTRACTION 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

92. explain how people participate 
in a problem solving process 
that scales. [P4]  (37) 

LO 7.1.1    
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VI. USING AND ANALYZING DATA & INFORMATION – Timeline:  3 Weeks 
Essential Question(s):  a) BI1 - How can a creative development process affect the creation of computational artifacts? 

b) BI1 - How can computing and the use of computational tools foster creative expression? 
c) BI1 - How can computing extend traditional forms of human expression and experience? 
d) BI3 – How can computation be employed to help people process data and information to gain insight and 

knowledge? 
e) BI3 – How can computation be employed to facilitate exploration and discovery when working with data? 
f) BI3 – What considerations and trade-offs arise in the computational manipulation of data? 
g) BI3 – What opportunities do large data sets provide for solving problems and creating knowledge? 
h) BI5 - How are programs developed to help people, organizations, or society solve problems? 
i) BI5 - How are programs used for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, or to create new 

knowledge? 
j) BI5 - How do computer programs implement algorithms? 
k) BI5 - How does abstraction make the development of computer programs possible? 
l) BI5 - How do people develop and test computer programs? 
m) BI5 - Which mathematical and logical concepts are fundamental to computer programming? 
n) BI7 - How does computing enhance human communication, interaction, and cognition? 
o) BI7 - How does computing enable innovation? 
p) BI7 - What are some potential beneficial and harmful effects of computing?   

Enduring Understanding(s): a) EK 1.2.1E Creative expressions in a computational artifact can reflect personal expressions of ideas or 
interests. 

b) EK 1.2.2A Computing tools and techniques can enhance the process of finding a solution to a problem. 
c) EK 1.2.3B Computation facilitates the creation and modification of computational artifacts with enhanced 

detail and precision. 
d) EK 3.1.1A Computers are used in an iterative and interactive way when processing digital information to 

gain insight and knowledge. 
e) EK 3.1.1B Digital information can be filtered and cleaned by using computers to process information. 
f) EK 3.1.1C Combining data sources, clustering data, and data classification are part of the process of using 

computers to process information. 
g) EK 3.1.1D Insight and knowledge can be obtained from translating and transforming digitally represented 

information. 
h) EK 3.1.1E Patterns can emerge when data is transformed using computational tools. 
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i) EK 3.1.2F Investigating large data sets collaboratively can lead to insight and knowledge not obtained 
when working alone. 

j) EK 3.1.3A Visualization tools and software can communicate information about data. 
k) EK 3.1.3B Tables, diagrams, and textual displays can be used in communicating insight and knowledge 

gained from data. 
l) EK 3.1.3C Summaries of data analyzed computationally can be effective in communicating insight and 

knowledge gained from digitally represented information. 
m) EK 3.1.3D Transforming information can be effective in communicating knowledge gained from data. 
n) EK 3.1.3E Interactivity with data is an aspect of communicating. 
o) EK 3.2.1A Large data sets provide opportunities and challenges for extracting information and knowledge. 
p) EK 3.2.1B Large data sets provide opportunities for identifying trends, making connections in data, and 

solving problems. 
q) EK 3.2.1C Computing tools facilitate the discovery of connections in information within large data sets. 
r) EK 3.2.1E Information filtering systems are important tools for finding information and recognizing 

patterns in the information. 
s) EK 3.2.1F Software tools, including spreadsheets and databases, help to efficiently organize and find 

trends in information. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 3.2.1F):  Students are not expected to know specific formulas or options 

available in spreadsheet or database software packages. 
t) EK 3.2.2A Large data sets include data such as transactions, measurements, texts, sounds, images, and 

videos. 
u) EK 3.2.2B The storing, processing, and curating of large data sets is challenging. 
v) EK 3.2.2C Structuring large data sets for analysis can be challenging. 
w) EK 3.2.2D Maintaining privacy of large data sets containing personal information can be challenging. 
x) EK 3.2.2E Scalability of systems is an important consideration when data sets are large. 
y) EK 3.2.2F The size or scale of a system that stores data affects how that data set is used. 
z) EK 3.2.2G The effective use of large data sets requires computational solutions. 
aa) EK 3.2.2H Analytical techniques to store, manage, transmit, and process data sets change as the size of 

data sets scale. 
bb) EK 3.3.1G Data is stored in many formats depending on its characteristics (e.g., size and intended use). 
cc) EK 3.3.1I Reading data and updating data have different storage requirements. 
dd) EK 5.1.2B Developing correct program components and then combining them helps in creating correct 

programs. 
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ee) EK 5.1.2C Incrementally adding tested program segments to correct working programs helps create large 
correct programs. 

ff) EK 5.1.2H Consultation and communication with program users is an important aspect of program 
development to solve problems. 

gg) EK 5.2.1C Program instructions may involve variables that are initialized and updated, read, and written. 
hh) EK 5.3.1K Lists and list operations, such as add, remove, and search, are common in many programs. 
ii) EK 5.3.1L Using lists and procedures as abstractions in programming can result in programs that are easier 

to develop and maintain. 
jj) EK 5.5.1H Computational methods may use lists and collections to solve problems. 
kk) EK 5.5.1I Lists and other collections can be treated as abstract data types (ADTs) in developing programs. 
ll) EK 5.5.1J Basic operations on collections include adding elements, removing elements, iterating over all 

elements, and determining whether an element is in a collection. 
mm) EK 7.1.1F Public data provides widespread access and enables solutions to identified problems. 
nn) EK 7.2.1C Computing enables innovation by providing the ability to access and share information. 
oo) EK 7.2.1D Open access and Creative Commons have enabled broad access to digital information. 
pp) EK 7.2.1E Open and curated scientific databases have benefited scientific researchers. 
qq) EK 7.3.1A Innovations enabled by computing raise legal and ethical concerns. 
rr) EK 7.3.1B Commercial access to music and movie downloads and streaming raises legal and ethical 

concerns. 
ss) EK 7.3.1C Access to digital content via peer-to-peer networks raises legal and ethical concerns. 
tt) EK 7.3.1D Both authenticated and anonymous access to digital in format 
uu) EK 7.3.1P The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) has been a benefit and a challenge in making 

copyrighted digital material widely available. 

Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 1 – Computing is a creative activity 
BI 3 – Data and information facilitate the creation of knowledge   
BI 5 – Programming enables problem solving, human expression, and creation of knowledge 
BI 7 – Computing has global Impact 
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USING AND ANALYZING DATA & INFORMATION 

PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

93. create a computational artifact for 
creative expression. [P2]  (2) 

LO 1.2.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

Complete Lessons: 
• Presidents Quiz Tutorial 
• Presidents Quiz Projects 
• Blown to Bits: Who Owns 

the Bits? 
• Lists of Lists 
• Persistent Data 
• Sharing Data on the Web 
• Data Persistence Projects 
• Big Data 
• Using Fusion Tables to 

Visualize Big Data 
• A Mobile Fusion Table App 

Complete Labs: 
• Presidents Quiz (App 

Inventor) 
• Presidents Quiz Projects 

(App Inventor) 
• Lists of Lists (App 

Inventor) 
• Data Persistence 

Projects (App Inventor) 
• Fusion Table App (App 

Inventor and Google 
Fusion Tables) 

 

94. create a computational artifact 
using computing tools and 
techniques to solve a problem. 
[P2]  (3) 

LO 1.2.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

95. create a new computational 
artifact by combining or modifying 
existing artifacts. [P2]  (4) 

LO 1.2.3 
8.1.12.B.2 

   

96. use computers to process 
information, find patterns, and 
test hypotheses about digitally 
processed information to gain 
insight and knowledge. [P4]  (14) 

LO 3.1.1 
8.1.12.F.1 
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USING AND ANALYZING DATA & INFORMATION 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

97. collaborate when processing 
information to gain insight and 
knowledge. [P6]  (16) 

LO 3.1.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

98. explain the insight and knowledge 
gained from digitally processed 
data by using appropriate 
visualizations, notations, and 
precise language. [P5]  (17) 

LO 3.1.3 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

99. extract information from data to 
discover and explain connections, 
patterns, or trends. [P1]  (18) 

LO 3.2.1 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

100. determine how large data sets 
impact the use of computational 
processes to discover information 
and knowledge. [P3]  (19) 

LO 3.2.2 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

101. analyze how data representation, 
storage, security, and 
transmission of data involve 
computational manipulation of 
information. [P4]  (20) 

LO 3.3.1 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

102. develop a correct program to 
solve problems. [P2]  (26) 

LO 5.1.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

103. explain how programs implement 
algorithms. [P3]  (28) 

LO 5.2.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

104. use abstraction to manage 
complexity in programs. [P3]  (29) 

LO 5.3.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

105. employ appropriate mathematical 
and logical concepts in 
programming. [P1]  (31) 

LO 5.5.1    
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USING AND ANALYZING DATA & INFORMATION 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

106. explain how computing 
innovations affect 
communication, interaction, and 
cognition. [P4]  (36) 

LO 7.1.1 
8.1.12.D.5 

   

107. explain how computing has 
impacted innovations in other 
fields. [P1]  (38) 

LO 7.2.1 
8.1.12.D.4 

   

108. analyze the beneficial and 
harmful effects of computing. [P4]  
(39) 

LO 7.3.1 
8.1.12.D.1 
8.1.12.D.2 
8.1.12.D.3 
8.1.12.D.4 
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VII. COMMUNICATION THROUGH THE INTERNET – Timeline:  3 Weeks 
Essential Question(s):  a) BI1 - How can a creative development process affect the creation of computational artifacts? 

b) BI1 - How can computing and the use of computational tools foster creative expression? 
c) BI1 - How can computing extend traditional forms of human expression and experience? 
d) BI6 – What is the internet? How is it built? How does it function? 
e) BI6 – What aspect of the Internet’s design and development have helped it scale and flourish? 
f) BI6 – How is cybersecurity impacting the ever-increasing number of Internet users? 
g) BI5 - How are programs developed to help people, organizations, or society solve problems? 
h) BI5 - How are programs used for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, or to create new 

knowledge? 
i) BI5 - How do computer programs implement algorithms? 
j) BI5 - How does abstraction make the development of computer programs possible? 
k) BI5 - How do people develop and test computer programs? 
l) BI5 - Which mathematical and logical concepts are fundamental to computer programming? 
m) BI7 - How does computing enhance human communication, interaction, and cognition? 
n) BI7 - How does computing enable innovation? 
o) BI7 - What are some potential beneficial and harmful effects of computing?   

Enduring Understanding(s): a) EK 1.2.2A Computing tools and techniques can enhance the process of finding a solution to a problem. 
b) EK 1.2.4B Effective collaborative teams consider the use of online collaborative tools. 
c) EK 5.3.1M Application program interfaces (APIs) and libraries simplify complex programming tasks. 
d) EK 5.3.1N Documentation for an API/library is an important aspect of programming. 
e) EK 5.3.1O APIs connect software components, allowing them to communicate. 
f) EK 6.1.1A The Internet connects devices and networks all over the world. 
g) EK 6.1.1B An end-to-end architecture facilitates connecting new devices and networks on the Internet. 
h) EK 6.1.1C Devices and networks that make up the Internet are connected and communicate using addresses 

and protocols. 
i) EK 6.1.1D The Internet and the systems built on it facilitate collaboration. 
j) EK 6.1.1E Connecting new devices to the Internet is enabled  
k) EK 6.1.1F The Internet is built on evolving standards, including those for addresses and names. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 6.1.1F):  Specific details of any particular standard for addresses are beyond the 

scope of this course and the AP Exam. 
l) EK 6.1.1G The domain name system (DNS) translates names to IP addresses. 
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m) EK 6.1.1H The number of devices that could use an IP address has grown so fast that a new protocol (IPv6) 
has been established to handle routing of many more devices. 

n) EK 6.1.1I Standards such as hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), IP, and simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP) 
are developed and overseen by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). 

o) EK 6.2.1A The Internet and the systems built on it are hierarchical and redundant. 
p) EK 6.2.1B The domain name syntax is hierarchical. EK 6.2.1C IP addresses are hierarchical. 
q) EK 6.2.1D Routing on the Internet is fault tolerant and redundant. 
r) EK 6.2.2A Hierarchy and redundancy help systems scale. 
s) EK 6.2.2B The redundancy of routing (i.e., more than one way to route data) between two points on the 

Internet increases the reliability of the Internet and helps it scale to more devices and more people. 
t) EK 6.2.2C Hierarchy in the DNS helps that system scale. 
u) EK 6.2.2D Interfaces and protocols enable widespread use of the Internet. 
v) EK 6.2.2E Open standards fuel the growth of the Internet. 
w) EK 6.2.2F The Internet is a packet-switched system through which digital data is sent by breaking the data 

into blocks of bits called packets, which contain both the data being transmitted and control information 
for routing the data. 

EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 6.2.2F): Specific details of any particular packet-switching system are beyond 
the scope of this course and the AP Exam. 

x) EK 6.2.2H Standards for sharing information and communicating between browsers and servers on the Web 
include HTTP and secure sockets layer/transport layer security (SSL/TLS). 

EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 6.2.2H):  Understanding the technical aspects of how SSL/TLS works is beyond 
the scope of this course and the AP Exam. 
y) EK 6.2.2J The bandwidth of a system is a measure of bit rate—the amount of data (measured in bits) that 

can be sent in a fixed amount of time. 
z) EK 6.2.2K The latency of a system is the time elapsed between the transmission and the receipt of a request. 
aa) EK 6.3.1A The trust model of the Internet involves trade-offs. 
bb) EK 6.3.1B The DNS was not designed to be completely secure. 
cc) EK 6.3.1C Implementing cybersecurity has software, hardware, and human components. 
dd) EK 6.3.1D Cyber warfare and cybercrime have widespread and potentially devastating effects. 
ee) EK 6.3.1E Distributed denial-of-service attacks (DDoS) compromise a target by flooding it with requests from 

multiple systems. 
ff) EK 6.3.1F Phishing, viruses, and other attacks have human and software components. 
gg) EK 6.3.1G Antivirus software and firewalls can help prevent unauthorized access to private data. 
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hh) EK 6.3.1H Cryptography is essential to many models of cybersecurity. 
ii) EK 6.3.1I Cryptography has a mathematical foundation. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 6.3.1I):  Specific mathematical functions used in cryptography are beyond the 

scope of this course and the AP Exam. 
jj) EK 6.3.1J Open standards help ensure cryptography is secure. 
kk) EK 6.3.1K Symmetric encryption is a method of encryption involving one key for encryption and decryption. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 6.3.1K):  The methods used in encryption are beyond the scope of this course 

and the AP Exam. 
ll) EK 6.3.1L Public key encryption, which is not symmetric, is an encryption method that is widely used because 

of the functionality it provides. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 6.3.1L):  The mathematical methods used in public key cryptography are beyond 

the scope of this course and the AP Exam. 
mm) EK 6.3.1M Certificate authorities (CAs) issue digital certificates that validate the ownership of encrypted 

keys used in secured communications and are based on a trust model. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 6.3.1M):  The technical details of the process CAs follow are beyond the scope 

of this course and the AP Exam. 
nn) EK 7.1.1A Email, SMS, and chat have fostered new ways to communicate and collaborate. 
oo) EK 7.1.1D Cloud computing fosters new ways to communicate and collaborate. 
pp) EK 7.1.1I Global Positioning System (GPS) and related technologies have changed how humans travel, 

navigate, and find information related to geolocation. 
qq) EK 7.1.1J Sensor networks facilitate new ways of interacting with the environment and with physical 

systems. 
rr) EK 7.1.1K Smart grids, smart buildings, and smart transportation are changing and facilitating human 

capabilities. 
ss) EK 7.1.1L Computing contributes to many assistive technologies that enhance human capabilities. 
tt) EK 7.1.2F Crowdsourcing offers new models for collaboration, such as connecting people with jobs and 

businesses with funding. 
uu) EK 7.3.1A Innovations enabled by computing raise legal and ethical concerns. 
vv) EK 7.3.1B Commercial access to music and movie downloads and streaming raises legal and ethical 

concerns. 
ww) EK 7.4.1B Mobile, wireless, and networked computing have an impact on innovation throughout the world. 
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Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 1 – Computing is a creative activity 
BI 5 – Programming enables problem solving, human expression, and creation of knowledge 
BI 6 – The Internet pervades modern computing 
BI 7 – Computing has global Impact 

 
COMMUNICATION THROUGH THE INTERNET 

PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

109. create a computational artifact 
using computing tools and 
techniques to solve a problem. 
[P2]  (3) 

LO 1.2.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

Complete Lessons: 
• What is the Internet? 
• No Texting While Busy 

Tutorial 
• Cloud Computing and 

Ethics 
• How the Internet Works 
• My Directions Tutorial 
• Cryptography Basics 
• Cryptography:  Securing 

the Internet 
• Blown to Bits: 

Cryptography 
• Socially Aware App: 

Broadcast Hub 

Complete Labs: 
• No Texting While Busy 

(App Inventor) 
• My Directions (App 

Inventor and Google 
Maps APIs) 

• Broadcast Hub (App 
Inventor) 

 

110. collaborate in the creation of 
computational artifacts. [P6]  (5) 

LO 1.2.4 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

111. use abstraction to manage 
complexity in programs. [P3]  
(11) 

LO 5.3.1 
8.1.12.C.1 
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COMMUNICATION THROUGH THE INTERNET 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

112. explain the abstractions in the 
Internet and how the Internet 
functions. [P3]  (32) 

       EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for LO 
6.1.1):  Specific devices used to 
implement the abstractions in 
the Internet are beyond the 
scope of this course and the AP 
Exam. 

LO 6.1.1    

113. explain characteristics of the 
Internet and the systems built 
on it. [P5]  (33) 

LO 6.2.1    

114. explain how the characteristics 
of the Internet influence the 
systems built on it. [P4]  (34) 

LO 6.2.2    

115. identify existing cybersecurity 
concerns and potential options 
to address these issues with the 
Internet and the systems built 
on it. [P1]  ((35) 

LO 6.3.1    

116. explain how computing 
innovations affect 
communication, interaction, and 
cognition. [P4]  (36) 

LO 7.1.1 
8.1.12.D.5 

   

117. explain how people participate 
in a problem solving process 
that scales. [P4]  (37) 

LO 7.1.2    
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COMMUNICATION THROUGH THE INTERNET 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

118. analyze the beneficial and 
harmful effects of computing. 
[P4]  (39) 

LO 7.3.1 
8.1.12.D.1 
8.1.12.D.2 
8.1.12.D.3 
8.1.12.D.4 

   

119. explain the connections 
between computing and 
economic, social, and cultural 
contexts. [P1]  (40) 

LO 7.4.1 
8.1.12.D.5 

   

 

OFFICIAL CREATE TASK:  PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE TASK II– Timeline:  3 Weeks 
Essential Question(s):  a) BI1 - How can a creative development process affect the creation of computational artifacts? 

b) BI1 - How can computing and the use of computational tools foster creative expression? 
c) BI1 - How can computing extend traditional forms of human expression and experience? 
d) BI2 – How are vastly different kinds of data, physical phenomena, and mathematical concepts represented 

on a computer? 
e) BI2 – How does abstraction help us in writing programs, creating computational artifacts and solving 

problems?  
f) BI2 – How can computational models and simulations help generate new understanding and knowledge? 
g) BI4 - How are algorithms implemented and executed on computers and computational devices?  
h) BI4 - Why are some languages better than others when used to implement algorithms? 
i) BI4 - What kinds of problems are easy, what kinds are difficult, and what kinds are impossible to solve 

algorithmically?  
j) BI4 - How are algorithms evaluated?  
k) BI5 - How are programs developed to help people, organizations, or society solve problems?  
l) BI5 - How are programs used for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, or to create new 

knowledge?  
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m) BI5 - How do computer programs implement algorithms? 
n) BI5 - How does abstraction make the development of computer programs possible? 
o) BI5 - How do people develop and test computer programs? 
p) BI5 - Which mathematical and logical concepts are fundamental to computer programming? 

Enduring Understanding(s): a) EU 1.1 Creative development can be an essential process for creating computational artifacts. 
b) EU 1.2 Computing enables people to use creative development processes to create computational 

artifacts for creative expression or to solve a problem. 
c) EU 2.2 Multiple levels of abstraction are used to write programs or create other computational artifacts. 
d) EU 4.1 Algorithms are precise sequences of instructions for processes that can be executed by a computer 

and are implemented using programming languages. 
e) EU 5.1 Programs can be developed for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, to create new 

knowledge, or to solve problems (to help people, organizations, or society). 
f) EU 5.2 People write programs to execute algorithms. 
g) EU 5.3 Programming is facilitated by appropriate abstractions. 
h) EU 5.4 Programs are developed, maintained, and used by people for different purposes. 
i) EU 5.5 Programming uses mathematical and logical concepts. 

Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 1 – Computing is a creative activity 
BI 2 – Abstraction reduces information and detail to facilitate focus on relevant concepts 
BI 4 – Algorithms are used to develop and express solutions to computational problems 
BI 5 – Programming enables problem solving, human expression, and creation of knowledge 

 
OFFICIAL CREATE TASK:  PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE TASK II 

PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

120. apply a creative development 
process when creating 
computational artifacts. [P2] 
(1) 

LO 1.1.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

• with your partner, 
brainstorm a project idea, 
develop drawing(s) of the 
User Interface and a rough 
storyboard of how your 
app will function.  

Create an application that 
can be used on an Android 
device 
 
Complete a practice 
performance task (official 
performance task will be 
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OFFICIAL CREATE TASK:  PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE TASK II 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

• meet with your instructor 
to discuss the feasibility of 
the app and if necessary 
make any changes in your 
plan. 

• present a short (2-3 
minute) elevator pitch of 
your project idea to the 
class.  

• work collaboratively to 
develop, test, and debug 
your app, making sure that 
it meets the following 
criteria. 

• Documentation of Code 
• create a portfolio write up 

of your project. 
• create a 2-3 minute video 

presentation by stating 
your elevator pitch, 
walking the class through 
your portfolio write up, 
and providing a demo of 
your working app. 

turned in to the College 
Board in April) 

121. create a computational artifact 
for creative expression. [P2]  (2) 

LO 1.2.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

122. create a computational artifact 
using computing tools and 

LO 1.2.2 
8.1.12.C.1 
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OFFICIAL CREATE TASK:  PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE TASK II 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

techniques to solve a problem. 
[P2]  (3) 

 
123. create a new computational 

artifact by combining or 
modifying existing artifacts. [P2]  
(4) 

LO 1.2.3 
8.1.12.B.2 

   

124. collaborate in the creation of 
computational artifacts. [P6] 

LO 1.2.4 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

125. analyze the correctness, usability, 
functionality, and suitability of 
computational artifacts. [P4]  (5) 

LO 1.2.5    

126. develop an abstraction when 
writing a program or creating 
other computational artifacts. 
[P2]  (6)  (10) 

LO 2.2.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

127. use multiple levels of abstraction 
to write programs. [P3]  (11) 

LO 2.2.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

128. develop an algorithm for 
implementation in a program. 
[P2]  (21) 

LO 4.1.1 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

129. express an algorithm in a 
language. [P5]  (22) 

LO 4.1.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

130. develop a program for creative 
expression, to satisfy personal 
curiosity, or to create new 
knowledge. [P2]  (15) 

LO 5.1.1 
8.1.12.C.1 
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OFFICIAL CREATE TASK:  PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE TASK II 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

131. develop a correct program to 
solve problems. [P2]  (26) 

LO 5.1.2 
8.1.12.C.1 

   

132. explain how programs implement 
algorithms. [P3]  (28) 

LO 5.2.1    

133. use abstraction to manage 
complexity in programs. [P3]  (29) 

LO 5.3.1    

134. evaluate the correctness of a 
program. [P4]  (30) 

LO 5.4.1    

135. employ appropriate 
mathematical and logical 
concepts in programming. [P1]  
(31) 

LO 5.5.1    

136. explain how programs implement 
algorithms. [P3]  (28) 

LO 5.2.1    

 
 

UNOFFICIAL EXPLORE TASK:  IMPACT OF COMPUTING INNOVATIONS PERFORMANCE TASK II – Timeline:  3 Weeks 
Essential Question(s):  a) BI1 - How can a creative development process affect the creation of computational artifacts? 

b) BI1 - How can computing and the use of computational tools foster creative expression? 
c) BI1 - How can computing extend traditional forms of human expression and experience? 
d) BI3 – How can computation be employed to help people process data and information to gain insight and 

knowledge? 
e) BI3 – How can computation be employed to facilitate exploration and discovery when working with data? 
f) BI3 – What considerations and trade-offs arise in the computational manipulation of data? 
g) BI3 – What opportunities do large data sets provide for solving problems and creating knowledge? 
h) BI7 - How does computing enhance human communication, interaction, and cognition? 
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i) BI7 - How does computing enable innovation? 
j) BI7 - What are some potential beneficial and harmful effects of computing? 

Enduring Understanding(s): a) EK 1.1.1A A creative process in the development of a computational artifact can include, but is not limited 
to, employing nontraditional, non-prescribed techniques; the use of novel combinations of artifacts, tools, 
and techniques; and the exploration of personal curiosities. 

b) EK 1.1.1B Creating computational artifacts employs an iterative and often exploratory process to translate 
ideas into tangible form. 

c) EK 1.2.1A A computational artifact is something created by a human using a computer and can be, but is 
not limited to, a program, an image, audio, video, a presentation, or a Web page file.  

d) EK 1.2.1B Creating computational artifacts requires understanding of and use of software tools and services.  
e) EK 1.2.1D A creatively developed computational artifact can be created by using nontraditional, non-

prescribed computing techniques. 
f) EK 1.2.1E Creative expressions in a computational artifact can reflect personal expressions of ideas or 

interests.  
g) EK 1.2.2B A creative development process for creating computational artifacts can be used to solve 

problems when traditional or prescribed computing techniques are not effective. 
h) EK 1.2.3A Creating computational artifacts can be done by combining and modifying existing artifacts or by 

creating new artifacts. 
i) EK 1.2.5A The context in which an artifact is used determines the correctness, usability, functionality, and 

suitability of the artifact. 
j) EK 1.2.5B A computational artifact may have weaknesses, mistakes, or errors depending on the type of 

artifact. 
k) EK 3.1.3A Visualization tools and software can communicate information about data. 
l) EK 3.1.3B Tables, diagrams, and textual displays can be used in communicating insight and knowledge 

gained from data. 
m) EK 3.1.3C Summaries of data analyzed computationally can be effective in communicating insight and 

knowledge gained from digitally represented information. 
n) EK 3.1.3D Transforming information can be effective in communicating knowledge gained from data. 
o) EK 3.1.3E Interactivity with data is an aspect of communicating. 
p) EK 3.3.1A Digital data representations involve trade-offs related to storage, security, and privacy concerns. 
q) EK 3.3.1B Security concerns engender trade-offs in storing and transmitting information. 
r) EK 3.3.1E Lossy data compression can significantly reduce the number of bits stored or transmitted at the 

cost of being able to reconstruct only an approximation of the original data. 
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s) EK 3.3.1F Security and privacy concerns arise with data containing personal information. 
t) EK 3.3.1G Data is stored in many formats depending on its characteristics (e.g., size and intended use). 
u) EK 3.3.1H The choice of storage media affects both the methods and costs of manipulating the data it 

contains. 
v) EK 3.3.1I Reading data and updating data have different storage requirements. 
w) EK 7.1.1M The Internet and the Web have enhanced methods of and opportunities for communication and 

collaboration.  
x) EK 7.1.1N The Internet and the Web have changed many areas, including e-commerce, health care, access 

to information and entertainment, and online learning. 
y) EK 7.3.1J Technology enables the collection, use, and exploitation of information about, by, and for 

individuals, groups, and institutions. 
z) EK 7.3.1K People can have instant access to vast amounts of information online; accessing this information 

can enable the collection of both individual and aggregate data that can be used and collected. 
aa) EK 7.4.1A The innovation and impact of social media and online access varies in different countries and in 

different socioeconomic groups. 
bb) EK 7.4.1B Mobile, wireless, and networked computing have an impact on innovation throughout the world. 

Big Ideas Standard(s): BI 1 – Computing is a creative activity 
BI 3 – Data and information facilitate the creation of knowledge   
BI 7 – Computing has global Impact 

 
UNOFFICIAL EXPLORE TASK:  IMPACT OF COMPUTING INNNOVATIONS PERFORMANCE TASK II 

PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

137. apply a creative development process when 
creating computational artifacts. [P2]  (1) 

LO 1.1.1 
8.1.12.A.1 
8.1.12.A.1 

Complete Lessons: 
• Review the proposed 

exploration topic 
• Select your topic 
• Research your topic 
• Complete your 

exploration using the 

• Read an article 
• Research the article 
• Complete a 

performance task 
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UNOFFICIAL EXPLORE TASK:  IMPACT OF COMPUTING INNNOVATIONS PERFORMANCE TASK II 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

guidelines set by the 
College Board 

138. create a computational artifact for creative 
expression. [P2]  (2) 

LO 1.2.1 
8.1.2.B.1 

   

139. create a computational artifact using 
computing tools and techniques to solve a 
problem. [P2]  (3) 

LO 1.2.2 
8.1.2.B.1 

   

140. create a new computational artifact by 
combining or modifying existing artifacts. [P2]  
(4) 

LO 1.2.3 
8.1.2.B.1 
 

   

141. analyze the correctness, usability, 
functionality, and suitability of computational 
artifacts. [P4]  (6) 

LO 1.2.5 
8.1.12.D.4 
8.1.12.D.5 

   

142. explain the insight and knowledge gained 
from digitally processed data by using 
appropriate visualizations, notations, and 
precise language. [P4]  (17) 

LO 3.1.3 
8.1.12.D.4 
D.1.12.D.5 

   

143. analyze how data representation, storage, 
security, and transmission of data involve 
computational manipulation of information. 
[P4]  (20) 

LO 3.3.1 
8.2.12.E.1 

   

144. explain how computing innovations affect 
communication, interaction, and cognition. 
[P4]  (36) 

LO 7.1.1 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

145. analyze the beneficial and harmful effects of 
computing. [P4]  (39) 

LO 7.3.1 
8.1.12.F.1 
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UNOFFICIAL EXPLORE TASK:  IMPACT OF COMPUTING INNNOVATIONS PERFORMANCE TASK II 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE STANDARDS SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 
The student will be able to:  Students will: Students will:  

146. explain the connections between computing 
and economic, social, and cultural contexts. 
[P1]  (40) 

LO 7.4.1 
8.1.12.F.1 

   

147. access, manage, and attribute information 
using effective strategies. [P1]  (41) 

LO 7.5.1 
8.2.12.E.4 

   

148. evaluate online and print sources for 
appropriateness and credibility. [P1]  (42) 

LO 7.5.2 
8.1.12.D.5 
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SAMPLE AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT 
Mobile CSP Unit 3 Quiz 

 
1.  

  
2.  

   
3. 

 
4. 
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5. 

 _______                       
 
6. Fill in the blanks so that each row and column in the number array below has an even parity. 
 
  1 0 1 1 0 1 1 _____ 
 

  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 _____ 
 

  1 1 0 0 1 0 1 _____ 
 

  1 1 0 0 1 0 0 _____ 
 

  0 1 1 1 0 1 1 _____ 
 

 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 _____ 
 

          _____    _____    _____    _____    _____   _____    _____ _____ 
 
 

 
 
7. One of the letters in the letter array below has been “flipped”.  Circle that letter. 
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 B B B W W W B W B W 
 

 W W W W B W W W W W 
 

 W B W W W B W W B W 
 

 B W B W W W B W W W 
 

 W B W W W B W B B W 
 

 B W W B W B B W W B 
 
8. 

  
9. 

_________ 
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11. What are some of the limitations of using parity bits for error detection? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. 
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12. In order for this block to work, the global destinations variable must be what type of data? 

  

 

13. Use the code below to determine exactly what the final LabelDotSize.Text output will be on the phone if the ButtonIncrease is touched four 
times? (Write your answer in the box.) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14. What are these blocks designed to do and explain how they do it.  
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APPENDIX B     SAMPLE PERFORMANCE TASK 
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           AP COMPUTER SCIENCE PRINCIPLES PERFORMANCE TASK 

             Create — Applications from Ideas 
  

Overview   
Programming is a collaborative and creative process that brings ideas to life through the development of software. Programs can help solve 
problems, enable innovations, or express personal interests. In this Performance Task, you will be developing a program of your choice. Your 
development process should include iteratively designing, implementing, and testing your program. You are strongly encouraged to work with 
another student in your class.  
  
Please note that once this performance task has been assigned as an assessment (rather than as practice), you are expected to complete the task 
with minimal assistance from anyone other than your collaborative partner. For more clarification see the AP Computer Science Principles 
Assessment Overview for Students found in the Course and Exam Description.  

You will be provided with 12 hours of class time to complete and submit the following:  
      ●    A video of your program running  

● Written responses about your program and development process  
● Program Code   

  
Your teacher will share submission guidelines that include suggestions for creating video and PDF files.   
  
Note:  Students in nontraditional classroom environments should consult a school‐based AP Coordinator for instructions.  
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General Requirements  
This performance task requires you to develop a program on a topic that interests you or one that solves a problem. It is strongly recommended 
that a portion of the program involve some form of collaboration with another student in your class. Your program development process must 
involve a significant portion of work completed independently that requires a significant level of planning, designing, and program development.  
  
You are required to:  

● Iteratively design, implement, and test your program.   
● Independently create at least one significant part of your program.  
● Create a video that displays the running of your program and demonstrates its functionality.  
● Write responses to questions about your program.  
● Include your entire program code.  

  
    

Program Requirements  
 Your program must demonstrate a variety of capabilities and implement several different language features that, when combined, produce a result 
that cannot easily be accomplished without computing tools and techniques. Your program should draw upon a combination of mathematical and 
logical concepts, such as use of numbers, variables, mathematical expressions with arithmetic operators, logical and Boolean operators and 
expressions, decision statements, iteration, and collections.   
  
Your program must demonstrate:  

● Use of several effectively integrated mathematical and logical concepts, from the language you are using  
● Implementation of an algorithm that integrates other algorithms and integrates mathematical and/or logical concepts   
● Development and use of abstractions to manage the complexity of your program (e.g., procedures; abstractions provided by the 

programming language; APIs)  
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Submission Requirements  
 1. Video   
Submit one video in .mp4, .wmv, .avi, or .mov format that demonstrates the running of at least one significant feature of your program. Your 
video must not exceed 1 minute in length and must not exceed 30MB in size.  
 2. Written Responses   
Submit one PDF document in which you respond directly to each prompt.  Clearly label your responses 2a – 2e in order. Your response to all prompts 
combined must not exceed 750 words, exclusive of the Program Code.   
  
 

Program Purpose and Development  
a. Provide a written response or audio narration in your video that:  

• Identifies the programming language.   
● Identifies the purpose of your program.    
● Explains what the video illustrates.  

    (Approximately 150 words)  
  
b. Describe the incremental and iterative development process of your program, focusing on two distinct points in that process. Describe the 

difficulties and/or opportunities you encountered and how they were resolved or incorporated. In your description clearly indicate whether 
the development described was collaborative or independent. At least one of these points must refer to independent program development; 
the second could refer to either collaborative or independent program development.  (Approximately 200 words)  

  
c. Capture and paste the program code segment that implements an algorithm (marked with an oval in 2e below) that is fundamental for your 

program to achieve its intended purpose.  Your code segment must include an algorithm that integrates other algorithms and integrates 
mathematical and/or logical concepts. Describe how each algorithm within your selected algorithm functions independently, as well as in 
combination with others, to form a new algorithm that helps to achieve the intended purpose of the program. (Approximately 200 words)  

  
d. Capture and paste the program code segment that contains an abstraction you developed (marked with a rectangle in 2e below). Your 

abstraction should integrate mathematical and logical concepts. Explain how your abstraction helped manage the complexity of your program. 
(Approximately 200 words)  
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Program Code  
e. Capture and paste your entire program code into the PDF.  

● Mark with an oval the segment of program code that implements the algorithm you created for your program that integrates other 
algorithms and integrates mathematical and /or logical concepts.  

● Mark with a rectangle the segment of program code that represents an abstraction you developed.   
● Include comments or citations for program code that has been written by someone else.  
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APPENDIX C     COMPUTATIONAL THINKING PRACTICES 
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COMPUTATIONAL THINKING PRACTICES FOR AP CSP CURRICULUM 
 
Generic overview of Computational Thinking Practices 

   The computational thinking practices capture important aspects of the work that 
computer scientists engage in at the level of competence expected of AP Computer Science 
Principles students. The computational thinking practices help students coordinate and make 
sense of knowledge to accomplish a goal or task. They enable students to engage with the 
course content by developing computational artifacts and analyzing data, information, or 
knowledge represented for computational use. In addition, the computational thinking 
practices require students to learn to collaborate to build computational artifacts and 
communicate their purpose. Because the AP Computer Science Principles content and the 
computational thinking practices are equally important, each learning objective directly 
correlates to a computational thinking practice. This correlation to a computational thinking 
practice is denoted at the end of a learning objective. For example, [P1] represents a 
correlation to Computational Thinking Practice 1, which is Connecting Computing.   

 
Computational Thinking Practice Titles 
 

Computational Thinking Practices   

P1: Connecting Computing 
P2: Creating Computational Artifacts  
P3: Abstracting   

P4: Analyzing Problems and Artifacts   

P5: Communicating  
P6: Collaborating   

Details on what is covered in each Computational Thinking Practice  
P1: Connecting Computing  

Developments in computing have far-reaching effects on society and have led to signi cant 
innovations. The developments have implications for individuals, society, commercial markets, 
and innovation. Students in this course study these effects, and they learn to draw connections 
between different computing concepts. Students are expected to:  

   ▶  Identify impacts of computing.   

   ▶  Describe connections between people and computing.   

   ▶  Explain connections between computing concepts.  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P2: Creating Computational Artifacts   

Computing is a creative discipline in which creation takes many forms, such as remixing digital 
music, generating animations, developing Web sites, and writing programs. Students in this 
course engage in the creative aspects of computing by designing and developing interesting 
computational artifacts as well as  by applying computing techniques to creatively solve 
problems. Students are expected to:   

   ▶  Create an artifact with a practical, personal, or societal intent.   

   ▶  Select appropriate techniques to develop a computational artifact.   

   ▶  Use appropriate algorithmic and information management principles.   

 
P3: Abstracting   

 Computational thinking requires understanding and applying abstraction at multiple levels, such 
as privacy in social networking applications, logic gates and bits, and the human genome project. 
Students in this course use abstraction to develop models and simulations of natural and arti cial 
phenomena, use them to make predictions about the world, and analyze their ef cacy and 
validity. Students are expected to:   

   ▶  Explain how data, information, or knowledge is represented for computational 
                 use.   

   ▶  Explain how abstractions are used in computation or modeling.   

   ▶  Identify abstractions.   

   ▶  Describe modeling in a computational context.   

 

P4: Analyzing Problems and Artifacts  

The results and artifacts of computation and the computational techniques and strategies that 
generate them can be understood both intrinsically for what they are as well as for what they 
produce. They can also be analyzed and evaluated by applying aesthetic, mathematical, 
pragmatic, and other criteria. Students in this course design and produce solutions, models, and 
artifacts, and they evaluate and analyze their own computational work as well as the 
computational work others have produced. Students are expected to:  

  ▶  Evaluate a proposed solution to a problem.   

  ▶  Locate and correct errors.   

  ▶  Explain how an artifact functions.   

  ▶  Justify appropriateness and correctness of a solution, model, or artifact.  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P5: Communicating   
Students in this course describe computation and the impact of technology and computation, 
explain and justify the design and appropriateness of their computational choices, and analyze 
and describe both computational artifacts and the results or behaviors of such artifacts. 
Communication includes written and oral descriptions supported by graphs, visualizations, and 
computational analysis. Students are expected to:   

  ▶  Explain the meaning of a result in context.   

  ▶  Describe computation with accurate and precise language, notations, or 
        visualizations.   

  ▶  Summarize the purpose of a computational artifact.  
  

P6: Collaborating   
Innovation can occur when people work together or independently. People working 
collaboratively can often achieve more than individuals working alone. Learning to collaborate 
effectively includes drawing on diverse perspectives, skills, and the backgrounds of peers to 
address complex and open-ended problems. Students in this course collaborate on a number of 
activities, including investigation of questions using data sets and in the production of 
computational artifacts. Students are expected to:   

  ▶  Collaborate with another student in solving a computational problem.   

  ▶  Collaborate with another student in producing an artifact.   

  ▶  Share the workload by providing individual contributions to an overall collaborative 
              effort.   

  ▶  Foster a constructive, collaborative climate by resolving con icts and facilitating the 
              contributions of a partner or team member.   

  ▶  Exchange knowledge and feedback with a partner or team member.   

  ▶  Review and revise their work as needed to create a high-quality artifact.  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CHANGES TO THE CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK 

 
 
Since its publication in fall 2014, some modifications have been made to the AP computer Science 
principles curriculum framework.  The chart below summarizes the changes made, which are now 
reflected in this course and exam description. 
 

 FALL 2014 VERSION FINAL CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK 
 

Learning Objective 3.1.1 
 

LO 3.11   Use computers to process 
information, find patterns, and test 
hypotheses about digitally processed 
information to gain insight and 
knowledge. [P4] 

 

LO 3.11   find patterns and test 
hypotheses about digitally processed 
information to gain insight and 
knowledge. [P4] 

Learning Objective 3.2.1 LO 3.2.1   Extract information from data 
to discover and explain connections, 
patterns, or trends. [P1] 

LO 3.2.1   Extract information from data to 
discover and explain connections, 
patterns, or trends. [P1] 

Learning Objective 3.2.2 LO 3.2.2   Use large data sets to explore 
and discover information and 
knowledge. [P3] 

LO 3.2.2   Determine how large data sets 
impact the use of computational 
processes to discover information and 
knowledge. [P3] 

Learning Objective 7.4.1 LO 7.4.1   Explain the connections 
between computing and economic, 
social, and cultural contexts. [P1] 

LO 7.4.1   Explain the connections 
between computing and real-world 
contexts, including economic, social, and 
cultural contexts. [P1] 

Essential Knowledge 4.2.1B and 
addition of exclusion statements 

EK 4.2.1B   Reasonable time means that 
as the input size grows, the number of 
steps the algorithm takes is 
proportional to the square (or cube, 
fourth power, fifth power, etc.) of the 
size of the input. 

EK 4.2.1B   Reasonable time means that 
the number of steps the algorithm takes is 
less than or equal to a polynomial function 
(constant, linear, square, cube, etc.) of the 
size of the input. 
EXCLUSION STATEMENT (for EK 4.2.1B): 
Using nonpolynomial functions to describe 
relationships between the number of 
steps required by an algorithm and the 
input size is beyond the scope of this 
course and the AP Exam. 

Essential Knowledge 5.1.2E EK 5.1.2E   Documentation about 
program components, such as blocks 
and procedures, helps in developing and 
maintaining programs. 

EK 5.1.2E   Documentation about program 
components, such as code segments and 
procedures, helps in developing and 
maintaining programs. 

Essential Knowledge 5.4.1D EK 5.4.1D   Longer code blocks are 
harder to reason about than short code 
blocks in a program. 

EK 5.4.1D   Longer code segments are 
harder to reason about than shorter code 
segments in a program. 

Essential Knowledge 5.4.1.K EK 5.4.1K   Correctness of a program 
depends on correctness of program 
components, including code blocks and 
procedures.   

EK 5.4.1K   Correctness of a program 
depends on correctness of program 
components, including code segments and 
procedures.   

Essential Knowledge 6.1.1G EK 6.1.1G   The domain name system 
(DNS) translates names to IP addresses. 

EK 6.1.1G   The domain name systems 
(DNS) translates domain names to IP 
addresses. 
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Another change in the final curriculum framework is the addition of one enduring understanding (EU), 
two learning objections (LO), and five essential knowledge (EK) statements.  The new content, which 
was added at the end of Big Idea 7, is a follows: 
 
EU 7.5   An investigative process 
is aided by effective organization 
and selection of resources.  
Appropriate technologies and 
tools facilitate the accessing of 
information and enable the 
ability to evaluate the credibility 
of sources. 

LO 7.5.1   Access, manage, and attribute 
information using effective strategies. 
[P1] 

EK 7.5.1   Online databases and libraries 
catalog and house secondary and some 
primary sources. 
 

EK 7.5.1B   Advance search tools, Boolean 
logic, and key words can refine the search 
focus and/or limit search results based on 
a variety of factors (e.g., data, peer-review 
status, type of publication). 
 

EK 7.5.1C   Plagiarism is a serious offense 
that occurs when a person presents 
another’s ideas or words as his or her 
own.  Plagiarism may be avoided by 
accurately acknowledging sources. 

 LO 7.5.2   Evaluate online and print 
sources for appropriateness and 
credibility. [P5] 

EK 7.5.2A   Determining the credibility of a 
source requires considering and 
evaluating the reputation and credentials 
of the author(s), publisher(s), site 
owners)s), and/or sponsor(s). 

 
 

© 2016 The College Board 
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NEW JERSEY STUDENT LEARNING STANDARDS 
 

4 - Mathematics 
8 - Technology 
9 - 21st Century Life and Careers 

 
 
 
 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2016/math/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/tech/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/career/
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